
The Natyasastra and the Abhinavahharati

I wish to discuss below of the principles connected with the

interpretation of the Natyasastra ascribed to Bharatamuni.*

The present text of the Natyasastra (NS.) existed, according to

some authorities as early as the 300 A.(\ (l\ V. Kane, Introduction to

(he Salt ityadarpana p. xi
;
of. A. B. Keith, Sit. Drama, p. 294). This

view should he preferred to other opinions which date the work either

as early aa the 200 B.C. or as late as the 000 AX'. 1 Thus we see that

the text of the NS was already eight or nine centuries old at the time

of Abhinavagupta. This length of time left an indelible mark of its

ravages upon the work which was available even at the time of

Abhinava in more teceusions than one (Preface to the NS. in GOS,

pp. 7-8; A, It. Keith, op. cit. p. 290). This commentator, as was very

natural for a scholar in those days, followed the recension of the work

that was available to him ami probably did not know' that there might

be other recensions of the same. As a result of this, Abhinava’s com-

mentary loses much of its value. The modern .scholarship which seeks

to establish critically the text of the NS. from various recensions cannot

be satisfied with Abhinava’s rather onesided version.

Compared with Sitynna who commented on the Vedas, preserved

more or le^s in a faultier fashion, Abhinava's position in commenting

on the pseudo-Veda ( =/V,S'.} seems to have been unenviable. But even

this luckier Sayana has not been considered an infallible guide and

authority in the Vedic interpretation. “We consequently hold,”

observes Prof, lludolpli Roth, “that the writings of Sayana and other

commentators must not be an authority to the exegete, hut merely one

of the means of which be has to avail himself in the accomplishment of

* Some students of the NS. has recently given in this connection rnther

undue weight to the Ahhinuvubh&mtl. (Vide Notes by Messrs. Mankad and

ltaghavan in 1HQ., vol. IX, pp. 973 f„ 991 f. Henco the value of the work

will be judged here.)

1 Soe the present writer’s paper on the date of the NS. published in the

Journal of the JtejHntnieiif of Letters, volume XXIV of tho Calcutta University.

In it tho various data connected with the problem are discussed to show that

the NS. existed about the beginning of the Christian era.
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liis task” (Introduction to the St. Pctemhury Lexicon). This obser-

vation of Roth has been followed by most of the Vedic scholars and may

be said to have led to excellent results. This being so, we do not know

why Abhinava’s commentary, defective us it is, should he considered

our only guide for the interpretation of the NS, and why we should

not make our own attempts, in pursuance of the critical method, in

understanding the text.*

True it is that Abhinava’s commentary in some rare cases may give

us in spite of its defects important help in interpreting the text of the

NS. but to be sure of such help we shall have to use a critical edition

of this commentary which is still wanting. It is highly doubtful that

such an edition of this work will be made in near future; for, the utter

incorrect nature of the Abhinavahhurati which exists in two different

recensions will preclude such a possibility for a long time. The testimony

of the learned editor of the NS. of the GOS, on this point should not

be disregarded. The poor results which followed his attempt at editing

the Abhinavablidrati are mostly to be attributed to the wretched condi-

tion of his materials. The text of this work as established by him

creates difficulty on the following points:

1. It gives natya mmtjapa in which half the area is occupied by

the stage and the tiring room. This goes much against our practical

sense. 3

2. In commenting on NS. VI, It) (GOS) the Abhinavnhhiiratl

says that the nittya 1ms five members (Panvdnya

)

und abhinuyits are

three in number. But in the NS. itself we see that the nMyti has been

described as having six members (mduitf/a ,
VIII, 12 XXVII,

Chowkhaiuba ed.) and this walk recognizes four kinds of ttbhinayft

(VIII. 9 Chowkhamba ed.; and deals exhaustively with all of them

in its body.

Besides this, according to the M»S. of the Abhinavabhitrait in the

possession of the Calcutta (Jniversity we find that the author of this lext

was not very well informed about, the Prakrit grammars and graiiima-

2 For different views see WQ., tX, pp. 973, 991.

3 See tHQ., IX, pp. 975-976.
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rians.

NS .

;

For without making any

this aulhor writes:

comment on the Prakrit section of the

l

^af^RTPTt ^ 'PStfr <pjr' ^ stwtfcf W: I
Here the

omission of the names of Vaiaruci, Caiula and Bliamaha, and the men-

tion of names otherwise quite unknown are very significant. If the

passage quoted above will prove to be from the hands of Abhinavagupta

then any faith in his omniscience will have to be given up.

Maxomokan Ghosh

The name of the Author of the Nyayasara

The authorship of the Ni/tlyaxdra, a well-known werk on Hindu

logic written about the middle of (he tenth century is attributed to

Bha-sarvajna. Dr. 8. 0. Vidyabluisana, while noting its peculiarity

and close resemblance to the names of Snrvajna Mitrn and Snrvajna

Deva who lived in Kashmir about 773 and 1025 A.D. respectively, does

not, probably for want of sufficient data, decide against its being the

actual name of the writer. Following him, Prof. Keith accepted the

name as Bha-sarvajna.

But if we turn to the commentary of Riimacnrdra and Gunu-

candra on Kuriku 203 of their own work, the Natyadarpana, written

about 1150 A.D., it becomes clear that Snrvajna, and not BhtL-sarvajna,

was the name of the author of the Nyiiyaxdra. After mentioning the

forms of address suited to the Jain and Buddhist ascetics, they lay

down the general rule that ‘the followers of the Vn hipata and swell

other sects should he addressed by the names current in their time

with hhd prefixed to the names, and so Snrvajna should be addressed

as Bhu-Sarvnjha.’ 1 Thus, we see that hlu

l

is prefixed, merely out of

courtesy, to the names of the frlhtpnta teachers as Sri is prefixed to

i w trgTdR Brpf' i
Nr'tv<'-

darpanu, (G.O.S.), p. 212,


